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ABSTRACT
The heterogeneously heated free convective boundary layer (CBL) is investigated bymeans of dimensional
analysis and results from large-eddy simulations (LES) and direct numerical simulations (DNS). The in-
vestigated physical model is a CBL that forms in a linearly stratified atmosphere heated from the surface by
square patches with a high surface buoyancy flux. Each simulation has been run long enough to show the
formation of a peak in kinetic energy, corresponding to the ‘‘optimal’’ heterogeneity size with strong sec-
ondary circulations, and the subsequent transition into a horizontally homogeneous CBL.
Scaling laws for the time of the optimal state and transition and for the vertically integrated kinetic energy
(KE) have been developed. The laws show that the optimal state and transition do not occur at a fixed ratio of
the heterogeneity size to the CBL height. Instead, these occur at a higher ratio for simulations with increasing
heterogeneity sizes because of the development of structures in the downward-moving air that grow faster
than the CBL thickness. The moment of occurrence of the optimal state and transition are strongly related to
the heterogeneity amplitude: stronger amplitudes result in an earlier optimal state and a later transition.
Furthermore, a decrease in patch size combined with a compensating increase in patch surface buoyancy flux
to maintain the energy input results in decreasing KE and a later transition. The simulations suggest that
a CBL with a heterogeneity size smaller than the initial CBL height has less entrainment than a horizontally
homogeneous CBL, whereas one with a larger heterogeneity size has more.
1. Introduction
When the surface is warmer than its overlying stably
stratified atmosphere, a convective boundary layer (CBL)
forms in which rising plumes mix the air. Most of the
knowledge of CBLs is acquired by studying this layer over
a spatially homogeneous land surface (e.g., Deardorff
1970; Tennekes 1973; Kaimal et al. 1976; Lenschow and
Stankov 1986; Fedorovich 1995; Jonker et al. 1999;
Garcia and Mellado 2014). In reality, however, the
heating of the atmosphere is often heterogeneous, for
instance because of variations in land cover, topography,
and soil moisture.
Mahrt (2000) classified heterogeneities into three re-
gimes, based on the height at which the influence of
heterogeneity vanishes: in the microscale regime, the in-
fluence of the heterogeneities vanishes below the surface
layer, and the CBL behaves as if it were a horizontally
homogeneous one. The effects of heterogeneities in the
macroscale regime extend beyond the boundary layer;
that is, the size of heterogeneity is so large that a het-
erogeneous CBL develops that scales with its corre-
sponding local surface properties. In between those, we
find the mesoscale regime, in which the heterogeneities
alter the characteristics of the turbulence in the CBL to
such an extent that the classical scaling laws are no
longer applicable.
Before going into more detail on mesoscale hetero-
geneities, we define three properties of heterogeneity
that we use throughout this paper: the heterogeneity
size, which is the size of an entire sequence of a warm
patch and its colder surroundings; the patch size, which
is the size of the warm region; and the heterogeneity
amplitude, which is the surface buoyancy flux difference
between the patch and its surroundings (see section 2).
The heterogeneously heated CBL in the mesoscale
regime has been studied from observations (e.g., Kang
et al. 2007; Górska et al. 2008; Prueger et al. 2012) and
has been the subject of many large-eddy simulation
(LES) studies. In the latter, notably the influences of
heterogeneity size and amplitude, but also of wind speed
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and orientation, have been studied (e.g., Avissar and
Schmidt 1998; Albertson and Parlange 1999; Raasch and
Harbusch 2001; Patton et al. 2005; Esau 2007; van
Heerwaarden and Vilà-Guerau de Arellano 2008; Kang
2009; Kang and Lenschow 2014; Maronga and Raasch
2013; Sühring and Raasch 2013). The most important
conclusion to be drawn from those studies is that there
is an optimal heterogeneity size with respect to the CBL
height that triggers the strongest circulations, which re-
sult in a peak in the vertically integrated kinetic energy
(KE). This size has been identified as 4–9 times the
height of the CBL (Patton et al. 2005). Furthermore,
several studies (Avissar and Schmidt 1998; Patton et al.
2005; van Heerwaarden and Vilà-Guerau de Arellano
2008) have shown an increase of the circulation strength
with increasing heterogeneity amplitude. The exact prop-
erties of the optimal state, however, are still unknown. It
is unclear to which extent there is a relationship be-
tween the optimal heterogeneity size and the hetero-
geneity amplitude. Furthermore, the exact boundary
between mesoscale and microscale heterogeneity re-
mains unknown.
This paper aims at studying transient cases in which
a convective boundary layer evolves through the re-
gimes we explained above and eventually forms a hori-
zontally homogeneous CBL. Our specific objective is
the development of scaling laws for the properties of the
optimal state and the transition from the meso- to the
microscale regime. To do this, we have created an ide-
alized system that consists of a stable linearly stratified
atmosphere heated from the surface by square patches.
On this system we have applied dimensional analysis, in
order to derive parameterizations of relevant properties
(see section 2). Variation of the nondimensional pa-
rameters describing the heterogeneity geometry and
amplitude allows for a wide range of surface conditions.
By creating patches that occupy half of the surface area,
one can, for instance, construct a structure that re-
sembles the chessboard-like patterns used in many LES
studies (e.g., Raasch and Harbusch 2001; Courault et al.
2007), but it is also possible to create isolated plumes
over each patch (Morton et al. 1956). In our idealized
system, we consider simple heterogeneity shapes. There
has been a trend to study the complex geometry of re-
alistic surface forcings (e.g., Huang and Margulis 2009;
Shao et al. 2013; Sühring and Raasch 2013), but we have
chosen to first try to understand the basic aspects of the
transient system with idealized heterogeneity shapes. In
the conclusions of our paper, we discuss how our results
could be extended to more complex cases.
Toderive the aforementioned scaling laws,wehave done
numerical simulations of the transient system described
above. The temporal development of a heterogeneously
heated CBL has implicitly been addressed by studies
that impose a diurnal cycle to the model (Huang and
Margulis 2010; Maronga and Raasch 2013), but we have
chosen a simpler approach and impose a constant sur-
face buoyancy flux.We do this by starting the simulation
under the condition that the heterogeneity regime
classifies as either macro- or mesoscale.We continue the
simulation until the integral length scale of the CBL has
grown so far beyond that of the heterogeneity at the
surface that the CBL transitions to the microscale re-
gime. Our simulations consist of a combination of LES
and direct numerical simulations (DNS) (see section 3).
LES has been used because it opens the possibility of
studying a large parameter space, and it has been proven
useful for studying the heterogeneously heated CBL.
For simulations with very small patches and relatively
high fluxes, we have performed DNS in order to cir-
cumvent potential problems with the sensitivity of nar-
row plumes to the subgrid constants (Yan 2007) andwith
the validity of surface layer similarity due to the very
large horizontal buoyancy gradients at the surface. Al-
though surface models have been applied locally or with
limited averaging (Bou-Zeid et al. 2005), we have de-
cided not to push the surface model to the limit for the
cases with very small patches and have opted for DNS.
In the appendix, we show a brief comparison between
DNS and LES. A more complete discussion on surface
models is found in Piomelli and Balaras (2002), Brasseur
and Wei (2010), and Shao et al. (2013).
Even though we have achieved moderate convective
Reynolds numbers (;5000), Garcia and Mellado (2014)
show Reynolds number similarity for the bulk statistics
of the CBL at comparable values. We assume that the
independence applies to heterogeneity as well, since the
secondary circulations, which are the most pronounced
effects of heterogeneity, manifest themselves at spatial
scales comparable to the CBL height.
We have conducted two experiments (see section 3).
The first experiment is used to study the importance of
heterogeneity size and amplitude, based on a surface
buoyancy flux pattern with equal area coverage for
patch and nonpatch regions. We have performed a sen-
sitivity study on the heterogeneity size for three differ-
ent amplitudes. In the second experiment, we have
investigated the influence of the patch size on the tran-
sition between the mesoscale and microscale regimes.
We have done a series of simulations in which, for
a given reference CBL height, the heterogeneity size
and the mean surface buoyancy flux is constant, but with
a decreasing patch size and increasing patch heat flux for
the different simulations.
The results of these two experiments are discussed
in sections 4, 5, and 6. We present a more detailed
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interpretation of the time evolution by means of con-
ditional statistics in section 7. In section 8, we develop
the scaling laws. Subsequently, we discuss the conditions
of the optimal state and the enhancement of entrain-
ment compared to previous studies in section 9 and end
with the conclusions in section 10.
2. Theory
a. Classification of heterogeneity
In this study, we consider surface heterogeneity that
consists of an array of identical elements. Each element
has a warm square patch with a size XP and a total
heterogeneity sizeXH (Fig. 1). The characteristic length
scale of the turbulence is L. Based on these three length
scales, we can create a two-dimensional space that spans
the axes XH/L, the heterogeneity size parameter, and
XP/L, the patch size parameter (Fig. 2). Note that the
locations in this parameter space are so far qualitative,
as they depend on the exact definition of L, which is still
unknown, as our analysis has to deliver it. Within this
parameter space, we find the horizontally homogeneous
convective boundary layer whenXP/L5XH/L. 0; that
is, where the patch covers the entire heterogeneity
length (Fig. 1). As soon as we move away from this line,
we enter into the classification regimes introduced by
Mahrt (2000). Under the condition XH/L . XP/L  1,
we find the macroscale regime, with large patches that
contain their own isolatedCBL.WhenXP/L,XH/L 1,
the heterogeneity is small compared to the integral
length scale of the turbulence, and we retrieve the mi-
croscale regime. Then the heterogeneity reduces to
roughness elements, and the CBL properties scale as
those of the horizontally homogeneous one. The re-
maining classifiable regime is that in which XH/L * 1
and XP/L & 1; that is, in which the heterogeneity size is
at least of the same order of magnitude as the integral
length scale of the turbulence, whereas the patch size is
equal to or smaller than this length scale. Here, we find
the mesoscale regime. In this regime, each patch sup-
ports its own plume, which may or may not interact with
those of neighboring patches. Under the condition that
XP/L  1 and XH/L  1, the patch reduces to an iso-
lated point source and we find the isolated plume in
a stratified atmosphere (Morton et al. 1956).
This classification does not take into account the
heterogeneity amplitude, which is the difference in
surface buoyancy flux between the patch and the non-
patch area, and assumes that all flux is located over the
patch. We will show in section 5 that the inclusion of
a flux in the nonpatch region does not change the re-
gimes, but instead shifts their boundaries within the
parameter space.
b. Nondimensionalization of the idealized system
Our idealized system consists of a stably stratified
atmosphere heated from the surface by square patches,
which can be described by nine parameters:
(n, k,N2,XH ,XP,XI ,B0,B0NP,B0P) . (1)
Here, the stratified atmosphere is characterized by its
viscosity n (m2 s21), thermal diffusivity k (m2 s21), and
the buoyancy lapse rate N2 (s22) that defines the linear
stratification. These parameters show that our system is
defined on the basis of buoyancy b [ (g/u0)(u 2 u0)
(m s22). This has the advantage that one loses the tem-
perature dimension, and it makes the results applicable
to any buoyancy-driven system.
The surface (Fig. 1) is described by the surface buoy-
ancy flux of the patchesB0P (m
2 s23) and of the nonpatch
regions B0NP (m
2 s23), the patch size XP (m), the het-
erogeneity size XH (m), and the width of the interface
between the patch and the nonpatch region XI (m). The
following relationship links the mean surface buoyancy
flux B0 (m
2 s23) to that of the patches and allows for the










With length and time as the two basic dimensions of
the parameters in our system, the eight remaining pa-





















where we have introduced two new length scales L0 and
h. The first length scaleL0 is a referenceOzmidov length







FIG. 1. Schematic view of a surface heterogeneity element. The
surface of the physical model consists of an array of these elements
in both horizontal directions.
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which can be interpreted as a reference height for the
initial CBL, where ‘‘reference’’ implies that the actual
initial height will be this quantity multiplied with an
arbitrary constant of order one. Note that the original
definition of the Ozmidov length is (N3/)1/2. In a purely
convective flow, the dissipation  can be substituted with
the buoyancy flux B0 because of the approximate bal-
ance between the buoyancy flux and dissipation (Garcia
and Mellado 2014). The second length scale h is a ref-
erence Kolmogorov length h5 (n3/B0)
1/4.
The six nondimensional parameters can be inter-
preted as follows:
n/k is the Prandtl number.
L0/h is the ratio of the reference initial CBL height
scale to the reference Kolmogorov length scale and
is related to a convective Reynolds number:
Re5B0/(N2n)5 (L0/h)
4/3.
XH /L0 is the heterogeneity size parameter. It is the
ratio of the heterogeneity size to the reference
initial CBL height. It is a measure of the degree of
interaction between adjacent patches.
B0NP/B0 is the heterogeneity amplitude parameter. It
is the ratio of the buoyancy flux of the nonpatch
area to the mean surface flux. It is a measure of the
heterogeneity amplitude: the larger this number,
the lower the amplitude. The value varies between
0 and 1. We chose this parameter instead of B0P/B0,
because it explicitly measures the flux that enters in
between the patches. A change in B0P/B0, on the
other hand, could also be the result of a change in
patch size XP.
XP/XH is the patch size parameter. Its square mea-
sures the ratio of surface area coverage patches X2P
to the total areaX2H within a heterogeneity element. It
varies between 0 and 1. When multiplied withXH/L0,
XP/L0 is recovered, which can be interpreted as the
number of plumes per patch (see Fig. 2).
XI /L0 is the ratio of the width of the interface between
the patch and the environment to the reference
initial CBL height; thus, it measures the interface
sharpness.
Our set of nondimensional parameters yields a six-
dimensional parameter space. We reduce the degrees of
freedom of the study by making three additional as-
sumptions. First, we assume the Prandtl number n/k to
be unity. This allows for simpler wall scalings (Mellado
2012), but the influence of difference between the at-
mospheric value of 0.71 and unity are negligible in
the flow characteristics (Ahlers et al. 2009). Second, by
using the highest achievable resolution within our
FIG. 2. Schematic view of the parameter space and the defined regimes. The two numbered thick lines represent the starting points of the
simulations in the two experiments: The first diagonally through the parameter space at a constant patch size parameter XP/XH, and the
second vertically at a constant heterogeneity size parameter XH/L0.
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computational possibilities, we maximizeL0/h to get the
highest possible scale separation and thus Reynolds
number. For LES, the scale separation can be quantified
based on the effective Reynolds number that is a func-
tion of the eddy viscosity (Sullivan and Patton 2011). A
detailed discussion on the chosen resolution is found in
section 3. Third, we assume the interface between the
patch and nonpatch areasXI/L0 to be small and constant
(0.05m for DNS; 1m for LES).











All of our simulated cases have a unique value within
this parameter space. Note that these parameters are
used in combination with actual time and length
scales, which we define next, in order to scale the re-
sults later on.
c. Normalization of the results
In the results (see sections 4 and 5), we study the in-
fluence of heterogeneous heating in terms of a deviation
from the horizontally homogeneous CBL. Many of the
bulk statistics of this CBL become self-similar (Garcia
and Mellado 2014). These statistics can be described
using the height coordinate z combined with the length
scale henc and the velocity scalewenc, which has the same










The encroachment height henc is the height that the CBL
achieves under conditions of growth by heating against
the stratified atmosphere. It is the analytical solution of
the mixed-layer equations with only encroachment
driving the growth [dhenc/dt5 B0/(N
2henc)]. The ratio of
the CBL height h to henc becomes constant in time for
the self-similar horizontally homogeneous CBL and is
1.23 in case the height of the maximum buoyancy gra-
dient is chosen as the definition for h (Garcia and
Mellado 2014). Any deviation from this height can
therefore be interpreted as the influence of heterogeneity.
Since the height scale henc is a function of time only, it
can be used as a replacement for time in the analysis of
the results, and the nondimensional time evolution can
be expressed in terms of henc/L0. This scaled coordinate
unifies simulations with different mean surface buoy-
ancy fluxes and lapse rates, as these are contained in L0.
Therefore, it facilitates the derivation of general scaling
laws pursued in this study, and it aids the combination of
DNS and LES results. The ratio henc/L0 is equal to
(2tN)1/2 and is thus proportional to the square root of
the nondimensional time tN.
The common measure to scale heterogeneities, the
ratio XH/h, can therefore be written in terms of the het-
erogeneity sizeXH/L0 and the time coordinate henc/L0 as
follows: XH/h 5 (1/1.23)(XH/L0)(henc/L0)
21.
3. Methods
a. Formulation and model description
The system is described in terms of the time-varying
velocity vector with components ui and buoyancy b with
the Boussinesq approximation applied. In the LES, fil-
tered equations are solved in the inviscid form, with
a subfilter-scale model that takes into account the
subfilter-scale fluxes.
The velocity boundary conditions are set as no pene-
tration (w 5 0) and no slip (u 5 y 5 0) at the bottom
boundary and no penetration and free slip [(›u/›z)5
(›y/›z)5 0] at the top boundary. The buoyancy flux at
the surfaceB0 has a spatial pattern that can be described
by a sequence of error functions that is controlled by the
parameters B0NP, B0P, XH, XP, and XI, where B0P is
acquired through Eq. (2). The surface area is divided
into Lx/XH by Ly/XH heterogeneity elements (Fig. 1),
where the domain size (Lx, Ly) is always an integer
multiple of XH. Within each heterogeneity element,
where we assume that x and y vary between 0 and XH,














BS(x, y)5B0NP 1 (B0P2B0NP)a(x)a(y) , (9)
where we use an error function to describe the transition
between patch and nonpatch areas.
The top boundary condition for buoyancy is a fixed
gradient that corresponds to the stratification of the free
atmosphere N2. The initial fields for velocity are set to
zero, whereas the initial buoyancy profile is zero at the
surface and increases with a constant gradient N2 with
height. Random noise is superimposed on the velocity
fields in order to provide the perturbations that even-
tually lead to convection. The noise exponentially de-
cays with height and is negligible beyond 4L0.
In this study we make use of the MicroHH code
(https://github.com/microhh), which is a 2D parallel
combined DNS–LES code. To solve the governing
equations, fully conservative finite-difference schemes
(Morinishi et al. 1998; Vasilyev 2000) have been used,
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with second-order accuracy for the LES and fourth-
order for the DNS. These are combined with a low-
storage third-order Runge–Kutta time integration
scheme (Williamson 1980). The pressure is acquired by
solving a Poisson equation. Here, the horizontal di-
mensions are decoupled using a Fourier decomposition
such that, for each mode, a tridiagonal (LES) or hep-
tadiagonal (DNS) matrix has to be solved. In the top of
the domain (upper 25%) a sponge layer is applied that
prevents the reflection of gravity waves back into the
domain with a damping time scale that is infinity at the
height where the sponge layer starts and exponentially
decreases toN/(2p) s21 at the top of the domain. In case
of LES the no-slip condition at the surface is imposed
through a surface model based on Monin–Obukhov
similarity theory (MOST). The subfilter-scale fluxes are
calculated following the Smagorinsky–Lilly model with
wall damping near the surface and in which MOST
is used to calculate the mean strain rate near the wall.
The surface and subfilter-scale model are similar to
those in theDutchAtmospheric Large-Eddy Simulation
(DALES), and a description can be found in Heus et al.
(2010).
b. Numerical experiments
In our first experiment, we simulate a heterogene-
ity that resembles the chessboard pattern by having
X2P/X
2
H5 0.5. We have simulated the growth of the CBL
over this configuration for different heterogeneity size
parameters XH/L0 and heterogeneity amplitude pa-
rameters B0NP/B0 (thick line number 1 in Fig. 2). The
setup of our LES is based on the free-convection case
from Conzemius and Fedorovich (2006), but with a re-
duced mean surface buoyancy flux B0 such that the
shared parameters among all simulations are a B0 of
2.393 3 1023m2 s23 (corresponding to a virtual tem-
perature flux of 0.0732Kms21) and a lapse rate N2 of
9.81 3 1025 s22 (equal to 0.003Km21), which results in
an L0 of 49.6m. The surface model uses a roughness
length of 0.1m, and the subfilter-scale model uses
a Smagorinsky constant of 0.21.
Table 1 lists the conducted LES in this experiment.
We span heterogeneity sizes ranging from 250 to
6000m, and three different variations of the hetero-
geneity amplitude B0NP/B0. In the table, we also show
the nondimensional numbers that we use later for
creating the scaling laws for these experiments. We
have labeled the simulations based on their heteroge-
neity size and the heterogeneity amplitude. We have
chosen a grid spacing of 7.8m for the cases with small
patches, and we relax the horizontal resolution to
a maximum of 10.4m for the largest patches. Sullivan
and Patton (2011) have shown that beyond their (256)3
case, which has a grid spacing of 20 3 20 3 8m3, the
bulk statistics of the CBL converge. If we take into
account that our chosen resolution is finer than theirs
and that heterogeneity manifests itself in the larger
spatial scales, our numerical setup is adequate.
In the second experiment (thick line number 2 in
Fig. 2), we study the importance of the patch size by
varying the parameter XP/XH, while keeping the het-
erogeneity size parameter XH/L0 constant and the
flux of the nonpatch area B0NP at zero. Table 2 lists
the properties of the simulations performed in this
TABLE 1. Overview of the LES used in experiment 1. The valuesLx,Lz,Nx, andNz are the domain sizes and grid points in the horizontal
and vertical directions. In our experiments, B0 and L0 have the values of 2.3933 10
23m2 s23 and 49.6m. The area ratioX2P/X
2
H is fixed at
0.5.
Label XH (m) XP (m) XH/L0 XP/L0 B0P/B0 B0NP/B0 Lx (m) Lz (m) Nx Nz Run (h)
CBL — — — — — — 12000 6000 1024 768 24.0
L0250_0.0 250 176.8 5.0 3.6 2.0 0.0 3000 3000 384 384 4.0
L0500_0.0 500 353.6 10.1 7.1 2.0 0.0 3000 3000 512 384 9.0
L1000_0.0 1000 707.1 20.2 14.3 2.0 0.0 8000 5000 768 640 15.0
L2000_0.0 2000 1414.2 40.3 28.5 2.0 0.0 8000 5000 768 640 25.0
L0250_0.4 250 176.8 5.0 3.6 1.6 0.4 3000 3000 384 384 2.6
L0500_0.4 500 353.6 10.1 7.1 1.6 0.4 3000 3000 384 384 6.0
L1000_0.4 1000 707.1 20.1 14.3 1.6 0.4 5000 3000 512 384 14.0
L2000_0.4 2000 1414.2 40.3 28.5 1.6 0.4 8000 4000 768 512 18.0
L3000_0.4 3000 2121.3 60.5 42.8 1.6 0.4 9000 4000 768 512 20.0
L4000_0.4 4000 2828.4 80.6 57.0 1.6 0.4 12 000 4000 1152 512 32.0
L6000_0.4 6000 4242.7 121.0 85.5 1.6 0.4 18 000 6000 1536 768 51.0
L0250_0.8 250 176.8 5.0 3.6 1.2 0.8 3000 3000 384 384 3.0
L0500_0.8 500 353.6 10.1 7.1 1.2 0.8 3000 3000 384 384 3.0
L1000_0.8 1000 707.1 20.1 14.3 1.2 0.8 5000 3000 512 384 4.2
L2000_0.8 2000 1414.2 40.3 28.5 1.2 0.8 8000 4000 768 512 15.0
L4000_0.8 4000 2828.4 80.6 57.0 1.2 0.8 12 000 4000 1152 512 19.0
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experiment. All three simulations have a mean surface
buoyancy fluxB0 of 3.23 10
23m2 s23 and a lapse rateN2
of 3 s22, which gives anL0 of 0.0248m. The suffixes S, M,
and L in the labels refer to small, medium, and large
patch size parameters XP/L0, and suffix 0.4 refers to the
heterogeneity amplitude. The chosen grid spacing in the
DNS experiments relies on the resolution study of
Garcia and Mellado (2014). We have increased the grid
resolution compared to this study to take into account
that we use explicit fourth-order spatial schemes, in
contrast to their compact schemes. To allow for a com-
parison, we have made simulation D0.125_M equal to
L0250_0.0 in terms of nondimensional parameters. In
addition, we have performed simulation D1.000_0.4,
which has the same nondimensional parameters as
L2000_0.4. In the appendix, we show a short comparison
between DNS and LES.
4. Illustration of optimal-state formation and
transition
We start the analysis of our results with a visual de-
scription of the twomain phenomena that we focus on in
this paper: the formation of a peak in KE that represents
the optimal heterogeneity state and the transition from
the mesoscale to the microscale regimes.
We have chosen one of the cases with relatively large
patches (D1.000_0.4) with respect to the initial integral
length scale of the plumes in order to demonstrate the
onset and decay of the optimal state (Figs. 3a–c). In
Fig. 3a, we find that each patch initially supports more
than one rising plume. One could therefore argue that
the system is in transition between the macro- and me-
soscale. There is an overturning circulation at the sides
of each patch that almost extends to the surface. This
circulation tries to bring in all small plumes that origi-
nate at the surface into the adjacent large structure. In
the region near the CBL top, lateral spread of a plume
occurs very fast (Baines and Turner 1969; Cardoso and
Woods 1993) such that the entire region in between the
plumes is part of the downward flow from the beginning.
As soon as the CBL has grown so large that the plumes
merge into a single one, while the overturning circula-
tion still exists, we enter the optimal state in which the
KE peaks (Fig. 3b). Typical features here are a well-
defined peak in the boundary layer height above the
patches, combined with strong entrainment events near
the side of the plumes (van Heerwaarden and Vilà-
Guerau de Arellano 2008; Ouwersloot et al. 2011;
Sühring et al. 2014) and a circulation that has enough
horizontal space to not mix with the circulation of the
adjacent patch. After the optimal state (Fig. 3c), the
CBL grows so high that the overturning circulation is no
longer able to reach the surface. Instead, the horizontal
motions near the top of the CBL collide with those of
neighboring thermals.
While only the systems with relatively large heteroge-
neity sizes go through the steps we described above, each
simulation eventually contains a transition from themeso-
to the microscale regimes. We show this transition in
Figs. 3d–f. Here, we have selected simulation D0.125_M,
because we did not run D1.000_0.4 until transition. Fur-
thermore, the simulationswithout flux in nonpatch regions
have, as we show later, the strongest transitions and are
therefore most suited for visualization of the transition.
Far before the transition (Fig. 3d) the plumes extend
over the entire height of the CBL such that eight distinct
structures are visible almost until the interface between
the CBL and the free atmosphere. While time prog-
resses and the CBL grows, the turbulence in the upper
regions increases and disturbs the plumes such that their
signature starts to be lost at the top of the CBL (Fig. 3e).
We identify this moment with the onset of the transition,
which announces itself in the merging of several of the
plumes with their neighbors. The end state of the sim-
ulation is the CBL in the microscale, where rising
plumes are supported by multiple patches (Fig. 3f).
The time evolution of the simulations toward transi-
tion can also be shown in a more quantitative way using
ensemble averages. Figure 4 shows the mean plume,
acquired from averaging cross sections through the
center of the patch, parallel to either the x or the y axis.
This results in two cross sections per plume, thus 128 in
total for simulation D0.125_M, as there are 64 plumes.
The cross sections are made at four instants: during the
optimal state (Fig. 4a), in between the optimal state and
transition (Fig. 4b), right before transition (Fig. 4c), and
after transition (Fig. 4d).
TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for the DNS used in experiment 2 with B0 and L0 having the values of 3.2 3 10
23m2 s23 and 0.0248m.
Label XH (m) XP (m) XH/L0 XP/L0 B0P/B0 B0NP/B0 Lx (m) Lz (m) Nx Nz Run (s)
D0.125_S 0.125 0.0707 5.0 2.8 3.125 0.0 1.0 1.38 1024 1024 73.9
D0.125_M 0.125 0.0884 5.0 3.6 2.000 0.0 1.0 1.38 1024 1024 55.3
D0.125_L 0.125 0.1000 5.0 4.0 1.563 0.0 1.0 1.38 1024 1024 45.7
D1.000_0.4 1.000 0.7071 40.3 28.5 1.600 0.4 2.0 1.38 2048 1024 109.9
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Figure 4a shows that during the peak the highest
scaled vertical velocities are reached at z/henc 5 0.7,
with a large part of the plume exceeding a value of
1.5. At the same time, the stable stratification that
surrounds the plumes is preserved. As time prog-
resses, the inversion strengthens, and the stable
stratification in between the plumes is gradually
broken down (see Fig. 4b). The maximum velocity is
now reached closer to the surface at z/henc 5 0.5.
Figure 4c shows that right before transition, the CBL
is almost well mixed, and the stable stratification has
nearly vanished. The maximum velocity is found now
at z/henc 5 0.4, at which the horizontally homoge-
neous CBL also has its maximum (see Fig. 5). After
transition (Fig. 4d), the plumes are no longer visible,
but the buoyancy displays a blending region that ex-
tends up to 0.2(z/henc), in which the influence of the
patch is still visible.
5. The influence of heterogeneity size and
heterogeneity amplitude
a. Simulations without flux in between the patches
We start the quantitative analysis with the results of
our first experiment, where we have studied the impor-
tance of the heterogeneity size parameter XH/L0 and
heterogeneity amplitude B0NP/B0, under a constant
patch area coverageX2P/X
2
H . A short overview of theXH/h
ratio at the optimal state and transition and simulation
FIG. 3. Vertical cross sections depicting the formation of the optimal state and the transition from the meso- to the microscale regimes.
(a)–(c) The buoyancy taken from simulation D1.000_0.4 at different stages in the evolution during the mesoscale regime. (d)–(f) The
logarithm of the length of the buoyancy gradient vector at different stages during the transition taken from simulationD0125_M.All cross
sections are taken such that they cut through the center of a row of patches. In (a)–(c), the patches aremarked below the panels. In (a), the
dotted arrows represent the rising plumes. In (b) and (c), the dotted arrows represent the extent and nature of the circulation. In (d)–(f),
the interface between the CBL and the free atmosphere is indicated with a white dotted line. Both color scales are nonlinear and are
chosen to display the turbulent structures the best.
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duration to get there are given in Table 3. We analyze
first the results of the simulations that have no fluxes in
between the patches (B0NP/B0 5 0) in order to un-
derstand the system in its most basic form.
We have chosen to base our analysis on the vertically
integrated KE (denoted as hKEi) and on the CBL
height h of the simulations (Fig. 5). The KE contains
a very clear signal of heterogeneity (Avissar and
Schmidt 1998; Letzel and Raasch 2003; Patton et al.
2005) and is therefore a good indicator for the occur-
rence of the optimal state and the transition. The
boundary layer height is chosen, because in the ho-
mogeneously heated CBL, the ratio h/henc quickly be-
comes constant. Therefore, the deviation of this ratio
from that of the homogeneously heated CBL is another
good proxy for the effects of heterogeneity, especially
with respect to the question of whether the heteroge-
neity modifies the entrainment process. The time axes
of our figures are expressed in the nondimensional unit
henc/L0, which defines the scale separation between the
height of the boundary layer and the initial reference
length L0 (see section 2c). In all figures belonging to
this experiment, the line colors represent the hetero-
geneity amplitude.
Figure 5a contains the time evolution of the vertically
integrated KE. Each simulation shows a peak in KE
near 5(henc/L0) that marginally moves forward in time
for the simulations with a larger heterogeneity size.
The magnitude of the peak in KE, at a value of ap-
proximately 0:68(hencw
2
enc), is insensitive to the het-
erogeneity size. During the time period in which the
peak occurs, the KE is larger than that of the hori-
zontally homogeneous CBL during the same stretch of
time. This implies that the heterogeneity imposes a
strong circulation to the system, which, in this stage,
enhances the integrated KE beyond that of the refer-
ence CBL. Patton et al. (2005) found an enhancement
of more than 20%, whereas Letzel and Raasch (2003)
found under certain conditions a doubling of the ki-
netic energy. Our heterogeneity amplitude resembles
more those of Letzel and Raasch (2003); therefore, our
enhancement of KE in the peak is in a similar range.
We, however, do not observe under any conditions the
oscillations that Letzel and Raasch (2003) and Kang
(2009) find and believe that these are the result of their
initial temperature profile.
Our findings should be interpreted with care, because
in this experiment the peak falls in the initial transient of
the simulation. For the horizontally homogeneous CBL,
it takes at least (5 to 8) 3 (henc/L0) until the self-similar
state for the boundary layer height has been reached.
This corresponds to a height in the range of 300–500m
FIG. 4. Vertical cross sections of ensemble averages of buoyancy b normalized by hencN
2 (shades) and vertical
velocity w normalized by wenc [contour lines indicate 0.1 (dotted), 0.5 (dashed), 1.0 (dashed–dotted), and
1.5 (solid)] for simulation D0.125_M. (a)–(d) henc/L0 5 6.3, 8.3, 11.2, and 13.8.
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for a CBL with an L0 ; 50m, reached after 30min–1 h.
From now on, we take this as the minimum scale sepa-
ration between henc and L0 required for drawing con-
clusions on the behavior of the optimal state. Note that
this transient has a clear physical meaning, as it denotes
the transition from a growing boundary layer that does
not feel stratification and therefore grows proportional
to t3/2 (Mellado 2012) to a CBL that feels its overlying
stratification.
After having the peak inKE, we enter an intermediate
phase that eventually leads to the transition from meso-
to microscale heterogeneity. During this phase, the KE
falls to a value that is constant under convective scaling
(i.e., a quasi-steady state). While the achieved KE is the
same, the time it takes to reach it is progressively longer
for larger heterogeneity sizes. The magnitude of ap-
proximately 0:33(hencw
2
enc) is the same for all cases,
except for simulation L0250_0.0 with the smallest het-
erogeneity size. This simulation reaches quasi-steady
state at a slightly lower value, which we attribute to the
fact that the quasi-steady state is reached in the very
early stage of the initial transient, before 5(henc/L0).
In the intermediate phase, the normalized KE level
(0.33) falls below that of the horizontally homogeneous
CBL (0.55). This is an important finding, because it in-
dicates that the heterogeneity no longer enhances the
KE, but instead suppresses it. The system is now con-
strained in developing larger spatial scales by the fact
that the plumes cannot increase their size, because the
pattern of their surface energy input is fixed, whereas in
the horizontally homogeneous CBL, the surface area that
feeds the large plumes has a persistent growth in time.
The eventual transition into a horizontally homoge-
neous CBL is represented by the sudden increase in KE
back to the levels of the horizontally homogeneous
CBL. Themoments of the transition aremarked explicitly
in Fig. 5, where the error bars indicate the period during
which the transition occurs and the dot is taken as the
middle of this range. The time at which the transition
occurs does not correspond to a fixed ratio of henc toXH,
which is the multiplication of henc/L0 and the reciprocal
of the heterogeneity size (XH/L0)
21. Instead, for larger
heterogeneity sizes, the transition occurs progressively
earlier. For instance, L0250_0.0 initiates the transition
FIG. 5. Time evolutions of the (a) vertically integratedKE and (b) CBLheight for simulations withB0NP5 0. Three
colored triangles on the graph of simulation L0250_0.0 mark the moments that correspond to the three vertical
profiles of (c) horizontal velocity variance and (d) vertical velocity variance. These triangles also mark the time
instants at which cross sections in Figs. 3d–f are taken. The dots mark the transition from the meso- to the microscale
regime.
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at a ratio of 2.4(henc/XH) whereas L1000_0.0 starts its
transition already at 1.5(henc/XH). Note that we could
not run simulation L2000_0.0 to transition because of
the constraining domain size. Table 3 shows us that even
for the smallest case, it takes at least 2 h to go into
transition, for L1000_0.0 it takes more than 12 h, and the
largest case does not even reach transition within 26 h.
Our results show that, for this heterogeneity amplitude,
heterogeneity sizes beyond 1000-m size will not go into
transition during a typical day.
To understand the transition in more detail, Figs. 5c
and 5d show the development of the vertical profiles of
horizontal and vertical velocity variances before, during,
and after the transition. The profiles corroborate our
findings discussed before. Before the transition, the
horizontal velocity variance is locked at a low value,
compared to a horizontally homogeneous CBL, with the
most distinct difference near the surface. Here, the
horizontal motions are only representing the neck for-
mation of the plumes (Fig. 3d), resulting in a normalized
KE of 0.15, 5 times smaller than that of a horizontally
homogeneous CBL. At the same time, the vertical ve-
locity variance is distributed over height differently. As
soon as the plumes start to merge (Fig. 3e), the horizontal
velocity variance rapidly increases near the surface as the
horizontal motions extend now over multiple patches.
After the transition, the statistics have nearly converged
to those of the horizontally homogeneous CBL.
The evolution through the different stages described
above is also reflected in the evolution of the CBL height
(Fig. 5b). As explained in section 2c, all CBL heights h
hereafter are the height of the mean maximum gradient.
In case of a horizontally homogeneous CBL, normali-
zation of the height with henc results in a constant value in
time of 1.23 (see section 2c). There is a distinct peak in
the height at the same time of the maximum KE, oc-
curring at low values of henc/L0. The magnitude of the
peak is decreasing with increasing heterogeneity size,
from 3.0(h/henc) to 2.5(h/henc). The period during which
the optimal state evolves toward the quasi-steady state
consists of two phases: first, there is a sharp decrease
phase, for instance between 7(henc/L0) and 10(henc/L0)
for L2000_0.0, with approximately the same decrease
rate for all cases; and, second, it is superseded by a period
inwhich the slope of the line gradually becomes constant.
During this period, the height decreases toward that
of the horizontally homogeneous CBL. The fact that the
excess height with respect to the reference CBL de-
creases in time is illustrated well by the cross sections in
Fig. 3. In the beginning, the plumes can rise relatively
undisturbed, which allows them to reach a large height.
Later, the upper part of the CBL gets more disturbed,
preventing the plumes from reaching their undisturbed
height more and more. As soon as the transition starts,
the reduction in excess height accelerates, for instance,
seen at 30(henc/L0) in L1000_0.0, where the transition
quickly breaks down the one-plume-per-patch structure.
Ultimately, the simulation follows the reference line of
the horizontally homogeneous CBL after completing
the transition. In section 9, we discuss this finding with
respect to the question of whether entrainment is mod-
ified by heterogeneity.
b. Simulations with a flux in between the patches
Introducing a flux in between the patches (B0NP/B0. 0)
alters the flow considerably. Figure 6 shows the time
evolution of vertically integrated KE and vertical pro-
files of velocity variance. For this experiment, we leave
the discussion of the height evolution to section 8, since
the application of the scaling laws allow for an easier in-
terpretation of this variable. Figure 6a shows the time
evolution of the KE for all cases with a B0NP/B0 ratio of
0.4, where 80% of the energy input is at the patches and
20% is in between them.
We find that inserting a flux in nonpatch areas results
in a system that delays the formation of the optimal state
compared to cases without a flux and has increasing KE
values with increasing heterogeneity sizes. If we again
consider those cases that have their peak in KE beyond
5(henc/L0), then we find the instant of the optimal state
increasing from approximately 7(henc/L0) in simulation
L2000_0.4 to 12(henc/L0) in simulation L6000_0.4,
whereas the normalized KE increases from 0.58 to 0.7,
TABLE 3. Overview of the main results of the LES belonging to
experiment 1. The quantity (XH/h)P is the ratio of the heteroge-
neity size to the CBL height at the optimal state, The term (XH/h)T
is the ratio of the heterogeneity size to the CBL height at the
transition, TP is the elapsed time in hours at the moment of the
optimal state, and TT is the elapsed time in hours at the moment
of transition.
Label (XH/h)P (XH/h)T TP (h) TT (h)
CBL — — — —
L0250_0.0 — 0.33 — 2.1
L0500_0.0 — 0.46 — 4.4
L1000_0.0 — 0.54 — 12.6
L2000_0.0 — — — .26
L0250_0.4 1.3 0.50 0.14 0.9
L0500_0.4 2.2 0.70 0.20 1.9
L1000_0.4 3.8 0.89 0.25 4.7
L2000_0.4 4.9 1.25 0.63 9.6
L3000_0.4 6.1 1.42 0.90 16.9
L4000_0.4 7.5 1.44 1.06 29.0
L6000_0.4 8.5 1.65 1.95 50.0
L0250_0.8 0.2 — 0.17 —
L0500_0.8 1.9 — 0.26 —
L1000_0.8 2.2 — 0.77 —
L2000_0.8 3.1 — 1.58 —
L4000_0.8 4.3 — 3.28 —
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respectively. In dimensional units (see Table 3), this
corresponds to the optimal state at a CBL height of
410m after approximately 40min in case of L2000_0.4,
whereas L6000_0.4 has its peak at a CBL height of
705m, after 2 h of growth. The value of henc/L0 at
which the peak occurs is thus a function of the het-
erogeneity amplitude B0NP/B0. We take these findings
into account in our scaling laws (see section 8). Again,
we find that in the peaks the KE is almost a factor of 2
larger than in the case of a horizontally homogeneous
CBL, thereby exceeding the enhancement that Patton
et al. (2005) found, because we have a larger hetero-
geneity amplitude.
The decay phase after the optimal state has a similar
pattern as the simulations without flux in between the
patches, with a decrease in KE until an intermediate
phase with constant normalized KE is reached at
amagnitude of 0.45. This magnitude is lower than that of
the CBL (0.55) but higher than the 0.33 found in Fig. 5.
For the largest heterogeneity size L6000_0.4, the decay
phase takes until 50(henc/L0), because the system has to
recover from a high peak in KE. In terms of typical at-
mospheric conditions (see Table 3), this corresponds to
a height of approximately 3000m, reached after 36 h.
This duration is far beyond the duration of a day and is,
therefore, not expected to occur in reality. This is an
important finding, because it shows that, in the absence
of wind (also for lower-amplitude cases), it is unlikely
that the effects of large-scale heterogeneity vanish dur-
ing one day.
FIG. 6. (a) Time evolution of the vertically integratedKE for the cases with a flux in between the patches, described
by parameterB0NP/B0 5 0.4. Five colored triangles on the graph of simulation L6000_0.4 mark the time instants that
correspond to the vertical profiles of (b) horizontal velocity variance and (c) vertical velocity variance. The dots in
(a) mark the transition from the meso- to the microscale regime.
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In the presence of a flux in the nonpatch area, the
system remains only shortly in its quasi-steady state
before going into transition. For instance, simulation
L1000_0.4 remains there approximately 5 units of henc/L0,
whereas simulation L1000_0.0, which has the same het-
erogeneity size, is able to remain there 3 times longer
(Fig. 5a). In addition, the transitions occur relatively early
compared to those withB0NP/B0 and the same spatial size
in Fig. 5a.
Not only the transitions, but also the optimal states
happen at a progressively lower value of henc/XH. For
instance, the transition of simulation L0500_0.4 occurs
at a value of 1.2, whereas in case of L6000_0.4, the value
is only 0.5. Since the progressively lower ratios are
consistent among all results so far, we draw the con-
clusion that there must be a length or velocity scale in
the system that grows faster than the CBL itself that is
necessary for scaling the time evolution of the simulation.
Hence, our results until here provide evidence that the
ratio XH/h, which has been widely used for identification
of the optimal heterogeneity size, is not the appropriate
one for expressing the state of the system.
To further illustrate the time evolution, we have
plotted vertical profiles of velocity variances at five
distinct moments (Figs. 6b–c) corresponding to the col-
ored markers in Fig. 6a. At the peak, we find the typical
velocity profiles that correspond to a heterogeneously
heated CBL with secondary circulation, with strong
peaks in the normalized horizontal velocity variance
near the surface and near the top of the CBL (Avissar
and Schmidt 1998; Patton et al. 2005). In decay phase,
these peaks are still present (red line) but already lower
near the surface (0.85) than during the peak (1.35). This
process continues with a stronger reduction of both
peaks (cyan line) ending up in the quasi-steady state
(magenta line). The figure shows that during this tran-
sition, the KE gradually reduces below that of the ref-
erence CBL, although the peaks near the CBL top
always remain higher.
6. The influence of the patch size
In our second experiment, we vary the patch size pa-
rameter XP/XH, while keeping the heterogeneity size
parameter XH/L0 constant and the heterogeneity am-
plitude parameter B0NP/B0 equal to zero. By doing so,
we complete the study of the parameter space [Eq. (5)],
albeit only for the limiting case without surface flux in
between the patches. Within this setup, a decrease in
XP/XH automatically results in an increase in the patch
heat flux B0P. We focus on the approach of the transi-
tion and the transition itself, because the optimal state
occurs in the initial transient (see section 5).
The vertically integrated KE evolution (see Fig. 7)
shows that each of the simulations reproduces the in-
termediate state in KE followed by a transition, as in the
simulations in the first experiment. Here, we find that
a decrease in the patch size parameter XP/XH results in
a lower integrated KE in the intermediate state, where
D0.125_L has a normalized integrated KE of 0.3 and
D0.125_S only reaches 0.2. At the same time, a smaller
patch size implies a later transition, with the transitions
ranging from 10.5(henc/L0) forD0.125_L to 14.6(henc/L0)
for D0.125_S. The results suggest that smaller patches
with a higher surface flux produce stronger plumes that
delay the transition, because these are harder to break
down. At the same time, even though the plumes are
stronger, they fill up a smaller part of the domain, re-
sulting in a lower integrated KE. Hence, an increase in
patch buoyancy flux due to a reduction in XP/XH is not
able to compensate for the loss in surface area.
The time evolution of theCBLheight (Fig. 7b) indicates
that a higher surface flux over a smaller patch results in
a higher CBL, which decays at the same rate in time and in
all simulations. We find, for instance, that all simulations
start their linear decay at 5(henc/L0). At this time,
D0.125_S has an h/henc of 2 that leads to a transition at
14.4(henc/L0), whereas D0.125_L starts at h/henc of 1.6,
leading to a transition at 10(henc/L0). The fact that the slope
of the height evolution is the same in all cases suggests that
the patch size XP/XH is not important in determining at
which rate the plume structure is broken down. Instead, it
is related to the heterogeneity size XH/L0, since B0NP/B0,
our third parameter, is zero in this series of experiments.
7. Conditional statistics
To improve our understanding of the evolution of the
system toward transition, we make use of conditional
statistics. We have chosen two criteria for the condi-
tioning, one based on whether we are above the patch
[BS(x, y)$B0] or not, and another based on the direction
of the vertical velocity, to separate regions of upward
and of downward-moving air.
Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the vertically
integrated KE, where the line representing the total is
identical to the L1000_0.0 line in Fig. 5a. We have se-
lected simulation L1000_0.0 to illustrate the outcome of
the conditional statistics, but the same interpretation
can be made for the other simulations.
The lines of patch and nonpatch, and that of updraft
and downdraft, add up to the total if they are weighted
with their corresponding volume fractions. The patch
produces more KE than the nonpatch region, because
the plume is located here. Interestingly, the KE in the
upward-moving air is higher [;0:9(hencw2enc)] than that
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over the patch [;0:6(hencw2enc)]; thus, even though the
plume area covers a large part of the patch (not shown),
there is a significant contribution of less energetic
downward-moving air to its KE. The figure shows that
all components except that of the KE in the surround-
ings become approximately constant under convective
scaling within the interval henc/L0 ; 10225.
The steadily increasing KE over the nonpatch areas
under a constant normalized KE explains partly the
mechanisms driving the transition: An increasing KE
over the nonpatch area implies that the energy in the
downward motions, which remains constant, is first
mostly contained over the patch but gradually occupies
the entire area in between the plumes. As soon as the
magnitudes of the KE of the nonpatch areas and the
downward motions are equal, transition is triggered. To
corroborate this, we have created a horizontal cross
section of the variance contribution of the downward
velocities at the beginning and the end of the phase in
which the KE associated with the downward-moving air
is constant under convective scaling (Fig. 9). The figure
confirms our explanation, because it shows that initially
the KE in the downward motions is produced in a nar-
row shell surrounding the plumes (Fig. 9a), and later
large structures occupy the entire area in between the
plumes (Fig. 9b). These structures push the plumes so far
out of their centerlines that they merge with adjacent
plumes, thereby initiating transition.
8. Scaling laws
a. Development of scaling laws
Based on the results presented in the previous sec-
tions, we propose two scaling laws. The first is for the
time evolution of our simulations and is valid for all our
simulations, whereas the second concerns themagnitude
of the KE for the simulations that have no flux in be-
tween the patches (B0NP/B0 5 0).
1) CHARACTERISTIC TIME SCALE
The main idea behind the scaling law for the time co-
ordinate is that a plume is a three-dimensional structure
that expands proportionally to the height of theCBL in all
dimensions. By doing so, it fills up the space that sur-
rounds the plumes, until the growing structures are so
large, that they no longer fit within the heterogeneity size
XH/L0. As soon as this happens, the transition from the
meso- to microscale regime is triggered.
FIG. 7. Time evolutions of (a) the vertically integratedKE and (b) the boundary layer height for
the DNS in the second experiment in which the patch size parameter XP/XH is varied.
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We assume that the initial radius R0 of the plume,
which consists of an upward plume and a downward
shell, is proportional to XP. It expands in time pro-
portional to henc so that the horizontal area of the plume




P 1 2aXPhenc ,
(10)
where a is a constant describing the expansion speed in
the horizontal directions. The approximation in the
second step is based on the assumption that the initial
plume radius R0 is large compared to the added radius
ahenc. Figure 3a corroborates this assumption, as it shows
that the structures occupy a large part of the total hori-
zontal area. Our statistics show that area covered by
updrafts is approximately constant in time and only in-
creases right before transition such that the added area
2aXPhenc consists of downdrafts only in the mesoscale
regime. In addition, if we assume that the initial area is
mostly covered by the updrafts in the plume, whereas the
downdrafts aremostly in the added area, then the relative
area coverage by downdrafts AD/X
2
H is proportional to
FIG. 8. Time evolution of the vertically integrated KE of case L1000_0.0, corresponding to
different sampling conditions.
FIG. 9. Horizontal cross sections of the squared value of the downward velocity in simulation L1000_0.0 at a height of 4L0 taken at (a) henc/
L0 5 10 and (b) henc/L0 5 27.5. Both states have the same hKEi(downdraft)/(w2enchenc) (see Fig. 8), but the pattern is clearly different.

















If a were independent of any nondimensional param-
eter, then systems that vary only in their heterogeneity
length would scale under henc/XH. However, we do not
observe that, and in order to scale the timing of the
optimal state and the transition observed in Figs. 5 and










H is proportional to (XH /L0)
22/3. The inter-
pretation of this dependence of a on the heterogeneity
size is that the system organizes differently in the vicinity
of neighboring patches; therefore, it is only valid in the
mesoscale regime. In contrast to the horizontally ho-
mogeneous CBL, the system cannot expand freely but
instead has to find its way around neighboring plumes.
Our results suggest that this promotes the development
of larger scales, but the exact mechanism is unclear.
To demonstrate that Eq. (12) is robust, we have
created Fig. 10 based on the simulations in the first
experiment. In this figure, we show the moment of the
optimal state (henc/L0)P and transition (henc/L0)T as
a function of the heterogeneity size XH/L0. The time
instants of the transitions are taken from Figs. 5a and
6a, whereas the time instants of the peaks correspond
to the moments of maximum vertically integrated KE
(see Figs. 6 and 14). We can conclude from the figure
that our proposed expression for a works in nearly the
entire parameter space, except for the points that have
a (henc/L0)P ratio less than 5, because the optimal state
occurs in the initial transient of the simulation. Note
that the peaks of the experiments with B0NP/B0 5 0 are
all below this ratio and are therefore not included in the
figure.
Now, we can define the relative area coverageAD/X
2
H















where g is a constant that depends on the heterogeneity
amplitudeB0NP/B0, the parameter that we did not use so
far. The ratioAD/X
2
H can now serve as a scaled time axis
during the mesoscale state, where every simulation that
shares the sameB0NP/B0, and thus has its own value of g,
has unique values of the ratio for its peak (henc/XH)P and
transition (henc/XH)T. After the sharp transition to the
microscale state, the scaling law is no longer valid.
2) CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY SCALES
The second scaling to be developed is that of the
vertically integrated KE. In contrast with the scaling of
the time evolution, which is mainly driven by the orga-
nization in the downward flow, the KE depends strongly
on the upward velocities, since these are very energetic
(Fig. 8). In this scaling, we are only considering the cases
with no flux in between the patches. We have learned
from Fig. 5a that all these cases reach the same value of
KE in the optimal state and that they develop toward the
same constant normalized KE in the intermediate state
before the transition to the microscale regime. There-
fore, we base this scaling on the parameter XP/XH only.
Furthermore, we assume that the variance in the
downward-moving air is a function of the KE generated
over the patch such that the patch surface buoyancy flux
B0P defines the energy input.
To find a velocity scale wP that is valid over the




where b is a parameter to be found. In case this velocity
scale resembles that of the horizontally homogeneous
CBL [Eq. (7)], where the local surface buoyancy flux
defines the strength of a plume that can accelerate over
height henc, then according toEq. (7)w
2








where we have made use of Eq. (2) to arrive at the right-
hand side expression. This suggests that the value of b
is (XP/XH)
24/3. Our results, however, show a weaker
dependence of wP on the surface buoyancy flux of the
patch. To achieve the correct scaling for the results in
















The most likely explanation for the weaker de-
pendence of the velocity scale on the patch buoyancy flux
is that the finite area of the patch does not allow a plume
to increase its surface area. Therefore, it remains rela-
tively narrow compared to a plume in a horizontally ho-
mogeneous CBL. The effect is that relativelymore lateral
entrainment takes place, compared to the larger plumes
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in the horizontally homogeneous CBL, which results in
more dissipation and irreversible mixing.
To arrive at the velocity scalewH that is the proper one
for the vertically integrated KE, we have to weight wP














As soon as a flux is added in between the patches, this
scaling is no longer valid. We show later that the effects
of B0NP/B0 . 0 introduce dependence of the KE on the
heterogeneity size but that these effects can be taken
into account by the introduction of a correction factor to
the previously derived scaling.
b. Demonstration of the scaling laws
1) THE INFLUENCE OF HETEROGENEITY SIZE
PARAMETER XH/L0
Figure 11 shows the results for simulations sharing
a B0NP/B0 5 0 with the new time scaling applied. The
scaling law results in collapsing transition times (Fig. 11a)
and the magnitudes of KE collapse beyond a scaled time
of one, after the system has passed the initial transient.
The height evolution (Fig. 11b) also demonstrates the
effective scaling of the transition points, but at the same
time, we find that the slopes of the height evolution do
not scale under the time scaling. The simulations with
a larger heterogeneity size aremore constant in time and
have a higher CBL height at the moment of transition.
This is directly related to the fact that the size of struc-
tures in the downward components of the flow grow
relatively faster than the CBL itself. Therefore, the
plume is still relatively large in diameter at the moment
the transition sets in. The core is thus less diluted than
that of the plumes over the smaller patches and there-
fore is able to reach a greater height. This finding can be
corroborated by comparing Figs. 3c and 3d, where both
are representing the phase in which the KE is constant
under convective scaling, but Fig. 3c, which has the
larger value of the heterogeneity sizeXH/L0, has a wider
plume with a less diluted core.
To investigate the effect of the scaling on the vertical
profiles, we have plotted the horizontal and vertical
velocity variances at a scaled time of 1.75 (Figs. 11c,d).
Here, it is shown that the scaling collapses the profiles
over the entire height, except near the inversion. There
is a small shift from vertical to horizontal velocity vari-
ance, related to the increasing strength of the inversion
with increasing patch size. Our reference simulation of
the horizontally homogeneous CBL shows an increasing
normalizedKEuntil a scale separation of approximately
25 has been reached between henc and L0 (Fig. 5b),
which only L2000_0.0 has reached at that point. The
increase of horizontal velocity variances during the de-
velopment toward a self-similar state has also been ob-
served in a growing homogeneously heated CBL
(Garcia and Mellado 2014).
2) THE INFLUENCE OF PATCH SIZE PARAMETER
XP/XH
When applied to the results of the second experiment,
the presented scaling results in a very good collapse of
both the time evolution of vertically integrated KE and
FIG. 10. Timings of the transitions (henc/XH)T and optimal states (henc/XH)P for the simula-
tions in the first experiment (Table 1).
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the CBL height (Fig. 12). All simulations go into transi-
tion from the meso- to the microscale regime at the same
scaled time of 2.9. Note that simulations D0.125_M and
L0250_0.0 share the same nondimensional parameters
and therefore go into transition at the same time (see the
appendix for a detailed comparison between LES and
DNS). The KE reaches a constant value of 0.37 before
transition for all three cases. In contrast to the results of
the first experiment, the height scaling works very well
during the phase in which the KE is constant, where all
three simulations develop toward the same linear slope.
Simulation D0.125_S reaches this slope at a scaled time
of 1.0 and a h/henc of 1.9, whereas the cases with higher
XP/XH follow later. They all go into transition at a height
that is slightly below the horizontally homogeneous CBL
at 1.23h/henc, indicating that small-scale heterogeneity
has less entrainment than the horizontally homogeneous
CBL (see section 9).
3) THE INFLUENCE OF THE HETEROGENEITY
AMPLITUDE PARAMETER B0NP/B0
Figure 13 contains the time evolution of the vertically
integrated KE and the CBL height for the simulations
with a B0NP/B0 ratio of 0.4. Also for this experiment, the
time of transition from the meso- to the microscale re-
gime well under the developed scaling. Here, the tran-
sition occurs at a scaled time value of 1.8, considerably
less than the value of 2.9 for the simulations with B0NP/
B05 0 shown in Fig. 11a. Note that both the KE and the
height evolution follow a more complex pattern now
than in those simulations.
Figure 6a already showed us the increase in the
magnitude of KE of the peak and its delay in time with
increasing patch distance XH/L0, caused by a secondary
circulation. Figure 13a shows that the application of the
scaling law for time collapses themoments of the peak in
KE and the transition from the meso- to the microscale
regime increasingly better for larger heterogeneity sizes.
At the moment of transition, the KE levels also con-
verge to the same value, but the KE in the peaks keeps
on increasing for larger heterogeneity sizes XH/L0. The
increase means that the velocity scalewH [Eq. (17)] does
not completely characterize the kinetic energy during
the optimal state. This confirms the need for the pre-
viously mentioned ad hoc correction factor for the KE,
based on nondimensional parameter XH/L0, such that
magnitudes of KE during the optimal state fall on top of
each other under the scaled time axis.We explicitly state
FIG. 11. Time evolutions of the (a) scaled vertically integrated KE and (b) scaled boundary layer height for the
simulations with B0L/B0 5 0 from the first experiment. The vertical profiles of (c) horizontal velocity variance and
(d) vertical velocity variance are taken at a scaled time (henc/L0)(XP/XH)(XH /L0)
22/3 of 1.75.
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here that we call this term a correction factor, because
we have only simulations with varying heterogeneity
amplitude B0NP/B0 for one value of the patch size XP/
XH. A complete study is, however, beyond the scope of
this paper, as it would introduce a large number of new
simulations. The correction factor can be interpreted
as an extension of the previously introduced constant
b [Eqs. (14) and (15)], which results in a modified ve-









The exponent x equals zero in case B0NP equals zero
and takes a small value of 1/5 when B0NP . 0. The cor-
rection factor varies between 1.17 and 1.6 for the sim-
ulations in Fig. 13 and is required to take into account
the temporary enhancement of the KE due to second-
ary circulations.
We conclude from Fig. 13b that as soon as the en-
hancement by the circulation has vanished, the correc-
tion is no longer required. This moment corresponds to
the moment at which the system arrives at the constant
KE line,whichwe found inFig. 6a. For instance, simulation
L4000_0.4 reaches this line at henc/L0 of 33. Therefore, it
departs from the scaling at (henc/L0)(XP/XH)(XH /L0)
22/3
equal to 1.25 (Fig. 13b) and returns to the state where
the vertically integrated KE values scale without the
need for a correction factor.
The time evolution of the CBL height is also influ-
enced by the secondary circulation in the optimal state.
During the period at which the secondary circulation is
present, there is a suppression of the CBL height that is
not found in the experiments without flux in between the
patches (Fig. 11). The reason is that simulations with
a larger heterogeneity size reach the optimal state at
a lower ratio of henc/XH (or a higher ratio of XH/h, see
Table 3). Therefore, the aspect ratio (width to height) of
the circulation is higher, which results in stronger hori-
zontal motions near the surface. These statements are
supported by the vertical profiles of the variances shown
in Figs. 13d–f, which depict that the horizontal velocity
variance is increasing. A potential implication of the
enhanced horizontal motions is that there is stronger
mixing over the patch surface, where less-buoyant air
that originates from the surroundings of the plume is
being mixed into the plume. Therefore, the plumes get
less buoyant, resulting in reduced vertical velocity
FIG. 12. Time evolutions of (a) the vertically integrated KE and (b) the CBL height for the
second experiment.
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FIG. 13. Time evolutions of the scaled vertically integrated KE (a) without and (b) with
correction factor applied and (c) CBL height. The vertical profiles of (d) horizontal velocity
variance, (e) vertical velocity variance, and (f) turbulent kinetic energy taken for each simu-
lation with a B0NP/B0 ratio of 0.4 and at a scaled time value (henc/L0)(XP/XH)(XH /L0)
22/3 of
0.75.
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variance and a lower scaled CBL height. As soon as the
secondary circulations have decayed, the scaled height
of the CBL rises slightly.
The vertical profiles of the velocity variances
(Figs. 13d,e), show that under application of the cor-
rection factor both the horizontal and vertical velocity
variances collapse near the surface, where a strong
horizontal component of the secondary circulation is
present. The vertical profiles of the total KE (Fig. 13f)
collapse over the entire height of the CBL, thereby
showing that the correction works well.
To further demonstrate the proposed correction fac-
tor, we present the unscaled and scaled time evolution of
the vertically integrated KE for all simulations with
a heterogeneity amplitude described by B0NP/B0 5 0.8
(Fig. 14). These simulations show the same behavior as
those with a B0NP/B0 ratio of 0.4, but the effects are less
pronounced and the KE evolves very closely to that of
the horizontally homogeneous CBL, making it hard to
observe the transition. As the amplitude in this case
resembles that of the study of Patton et al. (2005; their
Fig. 9), the enhancement of KE is also in their range
of 20%.
This figure confirms that a reduction in heterogeneity
amplitude delays the optimal state and triggers the
transition earlier.With respect to the heterogeneity size,
the peaks occur progressively later and with a larger
magnitude for an increasing patch distance. TheL4000_0.8
case reaches its peak after 3.3 h, whereas the L4000_0.4
case needs only 2h for this. These peaks are however lower
than in the other experiment. Nonetheless, the application
of the scaling for the KE shows again a collapse for those
cases that have enough time separation between the initial
transient and the optimal state, thereby strengthening our
confidence in the scaling. The underlying mechanisms,
however, still need to be better understood.
9. Discussion
In this section, we address two topics that deserve
a separate discussion in light of the existing literature on
the heterogeneously heated CBL. These are the ratio of
the heterogeneity size to the CBL height that defines the
optimal state with the strongest secondary circulations
and the enhancement or reduction of entrainment by
heterogeneity.
a. The conditions of the optimal state
The first issue to be considered is the definition of the
optimal state that has been discussed in previous studies
(e.g., Avissar and Schmidt 1998; Patton et al. 2005; Esau
2007). In this paper we have shown that the optimal state
cannot simply be expressed in terms of a ratio of the
heterogeneity size and the boundary layer height but
that it follows a more complex behavior, in which the
heterogeneity size and amplitude have a significant ef-
fect. To demonstrate that the estimate of the optimal
conditions by Patton et al. (2005) can be explained and
refined by our results, we particularize our results to
typical atmospheric values, using the value of L0 ’ 50m
defined in section 3.
In Fig. 15 the patch size XH is plotted against the
ratios of XH to h at which the optimal (XH/h)P and
transition (XH/h)T occur (see also Table 3). Here, we
have extrapolated our results to larger heterogeneity
sizes in order to make the comparison with the pre-
vious studies. Patton et al. (2005) proposed a (XH/h)P
ratio of 4–9 times the CBL height, which is indicated in
the figure. We find that our simulations with the weak
amplitude B0NP/B0 5 0.8 have their optimal-state (XH/
henc)P below the range that Patton et al. (2005) suggested,
whereas the stronger-amplitudeB0NP/B05 0.4 simulations
are at the high end of the range that Patton et al. (2005)
specified, having a ratio larger than 9(XH/h) for hetero-
geneity sizes beyond 6km. If we extrapolate our results to
larger heterogeneity sizes, we find that the ratio of the
optimal-state (XH/h)P increases only marginally and that
the size at which the optimal state occurs is mostly a func-
tion of heterogeneity amplitude.
The line that extrapolates the measured transition
points (XH/L0)T shows little variation beyond a hetero-
geneity size XH ’ 3 km. It shows that transition occurs
when the ratio of the heterogeneity size to the CBL
height (XH/h) is between 1 and 2, depending on the
heterogeneity amplitude. In the low end of this range,
the transition, therefore, could happen during daytime,
but the chances become smaller as the heterogeneity
size XH increases, as we have shown in our results.
To show the sensitivity to the surface buoyancy flux, we
have added the lines that correspond to a doubling of the
flux to Fig. 15. We find that the optimal state and espe-
cially the transition from the meso- to the microscale
regime are approximately insensitive to the mean flux
and thus mostly depend on the heterogeneity properties.
Two of our most important results, therefore, provide
explanations for the large spread between previous
studies: First, the influence of heterogeneity size is such
that optimal state and transition do not scale under
a fixed ratio of XH/h. Second, the heterogeneity ampli-
tude has a large influence on the time of occurrence of
these states.
b. The enhancement of the entrainment rate
Second, a long-standing debate is the question of
whether the presence of the circulations in the mesoscale
regime enhances the entrainment rate or not. Avissar
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and Schmidt (1998) found enhanced entrainment over
a wide range of heterogeneity sizes and amplitudes, but
their resolution was in the range for which Sullivan and
Patton (2011) found a strong sensitivity of boundary
layer growth to resolution. The study of Patton et al.
(2005) claims a minimal influence of heterogeneity on
entrainment and shows a small decrease of entrainment
for small-scale heterogeneity (XH , 4h) and a slight en-
hancement for larger heterogeneity sizes (4h,XH, 15h).
In contrast, Ouwersloot et al. (2011) found a decrease
in entrainment for cases with a small heterogeneity
amplitude and an increase in entrainment for a large
amplitude when the heterogeneity size is in the order of
the CBL height. The most recent study on the issue
(Sühring et al. 2014) confirms many of the results of
Ouwersloot et al. (2011) using a more detailed analysis
of the inversion layer.
Our current result shows that, during the mesoscale
regime, all of our simulations have boundary layer
heights that exceed those of the homogeneously heated
CBL. Since we use the encroachment scaling, a zero
slope indicates growth proportional to the horizontally
homogeneous CBL, whereas a positive slope indicates
faster growth and a negative slope vice versa. In all of
our simulations we experience a phase of faster growth
toward the optimal state and a reduced growth
afterward. The fact that our results do not scale under
the XH/h ratio might explain the disagreement among
Sühring et al. (2014) and Patton et al. (2005) on theXH/h
ratio of maximum entrainment. An additional compli-
cation is the complex evolution of the CBL height found
in Fig. 13. In section 6 we show that the mixing induced
by the heterogeneous circulation enforces a minimum in
the CBL height for cases with a nonzero B0NP.
The interpretation of our results and the contradiction
among the previous studies is strongly influenced by the
problematic determination of the CBL height under
heterogeneous conditions, due to large spatial CBL
height variations (van Heerwaarden and Vilà-Guerau
de Arellano 2008; Ouwersloot et al. 2011; Sühring et al.
2014). In addition to these studies, we have an extra
source of information: namely, the state of the system
after transition. This state provides a good measure of
the time-integrated entrainment induced by secondary
circulations. We find that after entering the microscale
regime, many of the simulations still need time to con-
verge back to the CBL line, indicating they had a differ-
ent time-integrated entrainment than the horizontally
homogeneous CBL during the mesoscale regime. The
return to the line that represents the horizontally ho-
mogeneous CBL eventually always happen, because as
time progresses, the heat entrained during themesoscale
FIG. 14. Time evolutions of (a) the vertically integrated KE and (b) the scaled vertically
integrated KE for the simulations from the first experiment with a B0L/B0 of 0.8.
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state becomes negligible compared to what has been
entrained afterward.
Our experiments show that some of the simulations
with small patches, such as the L0250_20 (Fig. 5) and all
simulations in the second experiment (Fig. 7) have
a CBL height lower than the horizontally homogeneous
CBL around transition. What those cases have in com-
mon is that the initial height of the plumes exceeds the
patch size. The simulations with the larger patch sizes
(Figs. 5 and 6), where the patches are initially larger than
the plume height, have a larger height than the hori-
zontally homogeneous CBL after transition and need
a considerably longer time to return to the reference
line. With our new measure, we can thus confirm the
conclusions of Ouwersloot et al. (2011) and Sühring
et al. (2014) and, in addition, explain why there is dis-
agreement on the exact size among the previous studies.
10. Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the time evolution of
the heterogeneously heated convective boundary layer
(CBL) in a linearly stratified atmosphere by means of
large-eddy simulations (LES) and direct numerical
simulations (DNS). Within each simulation, we cover
the development from the so-called mesoscale regime,
in which strong secondary circulations can develop, to
the microscale regime, in which the horizontally ho-
mogeneous CBL is recovered. By doing so, we can ob-
serve in each simulation the formation of a peak in
vertically integrated kinetic energy (KE) that represents
the ‘‘optimal’’ heterogeneity size at which the CBL has
the strongest secondary circulations and the subsequent
development toward the transition to the microscale
regime.
The main findings are the following:
d The optimal state and the transition to a horizontally
homogeneous CBL do not occur at a unique ratio of
the heterogeneity sizeXH and the CBL height h but at
larger ratios of XH/h for larger heterogeneity sizes.
Larger heterogeneity sizes reach, therefore, their
optimal state at a higher aspect ratio (heterogeneity
size to CBL height). This is caused by the develop-
ment of structures in the downward-moving air that
grow faster than the CBL itself. In the mesoscale
regime, the downward-moving air decouples from the
individual plumes and organizes itself in constantly
growing structures that eventually break down the
organization imposed by the heterogeneous heating.
d The state of the system can be expressed in a non-
dimensional variable (henc/L0)(XP/XH)(XH /L0)
22/3
This variable relates the boundary layer height h,
expressed in terms of the encroachment height henc,
to the heterogeneity size XH and the patch size XP
(Fig. 1) using the reference Ozmidov length of the
CBL L0 [ (B0/N3)
1/2 as a scaling variable (B0 is the
mean surface buoyancy flux and N2 the stratification).
This scaling takes into account the heterogeneity size
XH properly such that the scaled time instant of
optimal state and transition is unmodified if the
heterogeneity size is changed.
FIG. 15. The link between the absolute heterogeneity size and the ratio betweenXH and h at
which the transition occurs for the simulations in the first experiment. The colors correspond to
those of the time evolutions in Figs. 5, 6, 11, 13, and 14. The gray shaded regionmarks the range
that Patton et al. (2005) specified for the strongest secondary circulations.
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d For a givenmean surface buoyancy flux, an increase in
the heterogeneity amplitude results in an earlier
optimal state and delays the transition.
d A reduction of the patch size combined with an
increase of the patch heat flux such that the total
energy input remains the same results in later transi-
tions from the meso- to the microscale regime and
a lower vertically integrated kinetic energy in the
mesoscale regime.
d Heterogeneity sizes smaller than or comparable to the
initial height of the CBL reduce the entrainment flux
of buoyancy, whereas larger heterogeneity sizes that
exceed the initial size of the plumes appear to enhance
entrainment.
To conclude, our findings improve our understanding
of a large part of the parameter space that defines an
idealized case of heterogeneous heating: the one without
a large-scale forcing. There are three logical extensions
to this study. The first is to include a large-scale pressure
gradient that brings the effects of wind into the picture.
This large-scale forcing can easily be included in the
parameter space discussed in section 2b. A second ex-
tension would be the introduction of an interactive land
surface scheme. Kustas and Albertson (2003) show the
existence of feedback mechanisms that try to regulate
the area-averaged flux, whereas Patton et al. (2005) show
that the maximum fluxes are shifted toward the patch
edges because of the strong circulations. The third and
last extension, as already mentioned in the introduction,
is toward more complex heterogeneity geometry. Here,
we suggest that the heterogeneities should be no longer
defined by the heterogeneity size and patch size, but in-
stead by length scales that describe the spectral proper-
ties of the heterogeneity. Here, the challenge lies in
defining a minimum number of parameters that can ad-
equately describe an arbitrary heterogeneity in order to
allow for parameterization. We believe that our frame-
work provides a solid basis for doing so and therefore
might open opportunities to further unify the findings of
previous studies on the subject.
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APPENDIX
Comparison of DNS and LES
In this appendix, we present a short validation of our
simulation setup. First, Fig. A1a shows the ratio of the
FIG. A1. (a) Ratio of the Kolmogorov length h, calculated following h[ (n3/)1/4, to the
horizontal (Dx) and vertical (Dz) grid spacing during the peak in KE in simulation D0.125_M;
time evolution of the scaled boundary layer height (b) for a resolution study for LES and (c) for
a comparison of multiple cases between DNS and LES.
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Kolmogorov lengthh to the grid spacing during the peak
in CBL height and KE in the DNS case D0.125_M (see
Fig. 5). The ratio of unity indicates that the flow is very
well resolved (Moin and Mahesh 1998).
Second, we have used this case as a reference and
have compared it against case L0250_0.0. We have
repeated this case at coarser resolution: 1.5 times the
grid spacing (L0250_0.0_med) and twice the grid
spacing (L0250_0.0_low). Figure A1b shows clearly that
the LES results converge toward that of the DNS for in-
creasing resolution. This finding leads to important con-
clusions: the LES andDNS converge to the same solution;
thus, the employed LES resolution is fine enough, and the
Reynolds number of the DNS is high enough.
Last, Fig. A1c shows that for a series of experiments
the height evolution of the LES and DNS closely follow
each other, strengthening the confidence in the re-
liability of both DNS and LES for this study.
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